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AGALLOCH Of Stone, Wind, &
Pillor (Remastered), LP
PICTURE DISC [VINYL 12"]
Cena 104,90 zł

Dostępność Dostępny

Czas wysyłki 3 dni

Producent Eisenwald Prod.

Opis produktu
 

Collectors picture disc vinyl, limited edition!
picture disc sleeve, heavy stock 12" insert, designed download card for the digital album.
 

20th Anniversary release of Agalloch`s classic recording, now remastered and equipped with extended artwork in a nice
package.

"The song “Of Stone, Wind, and Pillor” is significant for a couple of reasons. First, it’s one of our oldest songs having been
written by John after the From Which of this Oak demo and was the oldest song in our live set. Second, it was the first time we
became a “band.” John played everything on the demo while I only provided guitar solos. But this song featured me on second
guitar and Jason Walton on bass. So, this is the first time in our recorded history that we appear as a “band.” I place that word
in quotes because at this time John was still playing drums.

 

The original idea for this EP was a 7inch featuring only the title track, “Foliorum Viridium,” and “Haunting Birds.” This plan,
however, fell through. And so these songs sat on the shelf for some time while we recorded the Promo 98 demo and finally our
debut Pale Folklore.

After Pale Folklore came out and was well-received our label The End Records wanted to quickly put something else out. They
asked if we had any extra material that might make an EP. We had recently recorded a cover of “Kneel to the Cross” by Sol
Invictus for a very limited and obscure Sol Invictus Tribute 2CD called Sol Lucet Omnibus released on Cynfeirrd. We knew the
cover would receive limited exposure on the tribute, so decided to include it. Finally, Shane Breyer composed a new piece
titled “A Poem by Yeats.” All of this material combined to make what is now known as the Of Stone, Wind, and Pillor EP.

Both “Kneel to the Cross” and the title track made regular appearances in our live set. “Of Stone…” translated well live and
seemed to be a fan favorite. We continued to develop it live. I converted the middle melody into a two-hand tapping melody I
felt sat better with the chord changes. Aesop added rhythmic accents throughout. It was a song we enjoyed playing live. Our
arrangement of “Kneel to the Cross” would go on to influence how we arranged much of the acoustic guitars on The Mantle.
Revisiting this EP now, I am still proud of it and think it flows well despite having been pieced together."

- Don Anderson on behalf of Agalloch, 2021

* PLEASE NOTE: color vinyl pictures are a sample. Especially marble/mixed/swirl/splatter vinyl is always different in the way
it looks after every manufacturing process. That applies to the intensity of the color swap and the amount of effect to be seen
in every platter. The same goes for audio quality and background noise, which may occur especially on color mix and color
specials.

Tracklist:
1. Of Stone, Wind & Pillor (06:59)
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2. Foliorum Viridium (02:42)
3. Haunting Birds (03:44)
4. Kneel To The Cross (05:55)
5. A Poem By Yeats (04:05)
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